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Let 9 be the ring of integers in a local field F. Let L be a finitely-generated 
free S-module endowed with a symmetric non-degenerate bilinear form- 
here non-degenerate means non-zero discriminant. The orthogonal group 
O(L) is the group of isometries of L. 
When F is non-dyadic (i.e., the residue class field has characteristic >2) 
the structure of O(L) has been studied by Klingenberg [4] when L is 
unimodular (i.e., discriminant a unit). Carl Riehm [8] determined the 
structure of O(L) in the local integral case without the restriction of uni- 
modularity on L. The present paper gives results on the structure of O(L) 
for the case in which F is unramified dyadic and L is unimodular. 
Let Cl(L) be the commutator subgroup of O(L). The main concern of 
this paper is to describe the groups between O(L) and B(L) and the corre- 
sponding factor groups (Theorem 3.1, Proposition 5.7), and to give generators 
for these groups (Proposition 5.6; Theorem 5.8). 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Let 9 be a complete discrete valuation ring with a finite residue class 
field k of characteristic 2 and maximal ideal 2.9. Let L be a unimodular 
lattice, i.e., a finitely generated free %+-module endowed with a non- 
degenerate symmetric bilinear form (denoted by (x, y) + x . y where 
X, y EL) with unit discriminant. We often write x . x = x2. The dimension 
(rank) of L is denoted by dimL. 
If A/r is a subset of L, (M) is the submodule of L spanned by M and 
(M)O is the orthogonal complement of (M) in L. 
* This paper is based on part of the author’s Ph.D. dissertation at the University 
of Notre Dame, 1970. The author wishes to thank Barth Pollak (his thesis advisor), 
and also Carl Riehm and 0. T. O’iVleara, for their many valuable suggestions. 
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Let sL(nL) be the scale (respectively, norm) of L. A unimodular lattice 
L is called proper if nL = SL and improper if nL = 2sL. A maximal vector 
x in L is called pure if x2 is a unit and semipure if x2 E 22. A pure (semipure) 
vector x is called proper (s-proper, respectively) if n<.r’:,O = nL and improper 
(s-improper) if n(x:iO # nL. 
A unimodular lattice L over F has an orthogonal basis if and only if L 
is proper. L is an orthogonal sum of binary sublattices if L is improper 
(see [6, 93:15]). If dim L is odd, then L is proper and every semipure vector 
in L is s-proper. If dim L is even, then every pure vector is proper. 
Let TV be the symmetry with respect to the vector x EFL, i.e., T.JY) = 
y - (2(s . y)/.$)x for all y E FL. Since T~ = Tag for all 01 E F, we may assume 
that x is a maximal anisotropic vector in L. The orthogonal group O(L) 
consists of all isometries of L onto itself. It follows that 79 E O(L) if and 
only if boy EL for all y EL. Hence 7z E O(L) if and only if x2 is a unit or 
twice a unit. If F f Q2 or F = Q2 and dimL 2 7 then O(L) is generated 
by symmetries contained in it (see [7: 8.2, 9.51). 
LEMMA 1.1. Let xl and x2 be two pure vectors of L with xl2 = x,*; then 
there exists (T E O(L) with uxl = x2 if and only ;f x1 and x2 are both proper 
or improper. 
Proof. See [7: 3.11. Q.E.D. 
2. CANONICAL FORMS FOR UNIMODULAR LATTICES 
Following [5], we let A(cY, /3) denote the matrix 
cf. 1, 
( 1 1 P’ 
So A(ar, /3) will denote, for suitable (Y, fl, the generic binary unimodular 
lattice. We let H (or H with superscripts) denote the generic lattice A(or, 8) 
and we call such H a hyperbolic plane. We let P denote the generic lattice 
A(2,2p) where p is the scalar such that the unit d = 1 + 4p is of defect 49. 
TABLE I 
L Proper L Improper 
41,O) 40, 0) 
41,4~) ACT 2~) 
A(E, 29 
TABLE II 
L Proper L Improper 
A(I,O) i 40.0) 40, 0) I 40.0) 
41,4~) _L A@, 0) 
41,O) I 42, 2~) 40,O) I -W, 2~) 
A(l, 4~) I ACT 2~) 
A(r, 2s) I A@, 0) 
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In [6], the canonical form of all unimodular lattices L over F was deter- 
mined. Since these canonical forms will be used repeatedly we shall record 
them in our present notation. All proofs are omitted. 
Binary case. If L is binary it has exactly one of the five forms given 
in Table I, with suitable units E, 6 where applicable. 
Ternary case. If L is ternary it has exactly one of the following two 
forms: 
A(0, 0) I (c.> or 42,2P) -L cc; 
for a suitable unit E. 
Quaternary case. If L is quaternary it has exactly one of the seven forms 
given in Table II, with suitable units l , 6 where applicable. 
Higher dimensions. If dim L > 5, then 
L~K~H~‘..~H 
with dim K = 3 or 4. 
We note the following facts, which can be obtained from Table 1 by 
computing discriminants. Every improper binary unimodular lattice of 
discriminant - 1 is a hyperbolic plane. Any vector x in a lattice of the form 
A(2, 2~) or a(~, 26) which satisfies x2 E 49 cannot be maximal. Let X, -11 
be two pure vectors in L, then .x2 = (CXJJ)~ (mod 299 for some unit a. 
The following three lemmas concerning the characterization of the maximal 
vectors are useful. They can be verified from definitions, tables, and straight- 
forward computations. 
LEMMA 2.1. If L is proper, then a semipure vector x in L is s-proper if 
and only if there exists a semipure vector y in L such that <x, y j splits L. 
LEMMA 2.2. If L is proper, then a semipure vector x is s-improper if and 
only if there exists a pure vector y in L such that (x, y> splits L and (s, y)O 
is improper. 
LEMMA 2.3. If L contains a hyperbolic plane, then every s-proper vector 
can be embedded in a hyperbolic plane. 
3. THE GROUPS O+(L), O++(L) AND O’(L) 
FromnowonweassumedimL>5ifF#Q,anddimL>,7ifF=Q,. 
Let O+(L) = O(L) n O+(FL) and O’(L) = O(L) A O’(FL). O+(L) and O’(L) 
are normal subgroups of O(L). Let U be the multiplicative group of all 
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units in 9 and lJ2 = {a2 1 01 E U}. Let 0 be the spinor norm defined on 
O+(X). We use the convention that the equation e(u) = (II with ar EP means 
that 0(u) is the canonical image of 01 in p/6’*. Define 
O++(L) = {u E Of(L) 1 t?(u) E U). 
O++(L) is a normal subgroup of O(L) and O+(L) 2 O++(L) >_ O’(L). One 
can show that u E O++(L) if and only if u = 7;21~z1 ... 7zt where t is even 
and the number of the pure vectors among {x1 ,..., x~} is even. 
THEOREM 3.1. (a) 0(,5)/O+(L) z 2, . 
Proof. (a) and (b) are obvious. Let u E O++(L) and e(u) = cu, E U. Define 
a mapping 0’ from O++(L) to U/U2 by mapping u to Or, in U/U2. Then 8’ 
is a well-defined surjective homomorphism with kernel 0 = O’(L). This 
shows (c). Q.E.D. 
4. THE GROUP E(L) 
Let i be a maximal isotropic vector in L, X EF and w E (i)O. Define Ei, as 
follows: 
E:,(x) = x + h(x . i)w - A(x . w)i - (A2w2(x . i)/2)i; 
then Ei, E O(FL) and is called a quasi-transvection. It is easy to verify 
that the following identities hold whenever the symbols involved are 
meaningful: 
By (b), we can assume i and w are maximal vectors in L. From now on, 
Ei, means a quasi-transvection defined as above with the additional restriction 
that there exists a maximal isotropic vector j E L such that i . j = 1 and 
w E (i, j)‘J. It follows from the definition that Ei, E O(L) if and only if either 
w is pure, h E 2.9 or w is semipure, X E 9. 
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Let {i, j> be a hyperbolic pair in L and (Y E U. Define the mapping 
Pt,,jl(a)(i) = (pi, Pti,n(m)(j) = &j and Pc~,~)(oL) 1 (i, j:> = identity, then it is 
clear that P~~,~j(a) E O(L), 
P(j,j)(a) = Ti+jTj+nj = Tj-jTj-*j and 
We often suppress the {i, j} and write P, instead of Pti,j)(a) when the meaning 
is clear from the context. 
Let Q(L) be the commutator subgroup of O(L) and E(L) be the subgroup 
of O(L) generated by all quasi-transvections in O(L). Q(L) and E(L) are 
normal subgroups of O(L). We are going to show that E(L) C Q(L). 
LEMMA 4.1. Let {i, , jy}, Y =I 1, 2 be two hJperboZic pairs in L, then 
there exists 7 E O(L) such that T(il) = i2 and r( ji) = j2 . Furthermore, if 
(4 . i.J . (j, . jz) E 29, then 7 can be chosen to be the product of an element 
in E(L) and PQJ(LY) for some 01 E U. 
Proof. Result follows from [7: 6.1, 6.2, 6.31. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let x,y be two s-proper sectors in L with x2 = y*; then there 
exists T E O(L) such that T(X) = y. 
Proof. By 2.3, we can embed .v, y in hyperbolic planes HI , Hz , respec- 
tively. Since x2 = I* 3 , the hyperbolic pairs {iv, jy} of H, , v = 1, 2, can be 
chosen such that x = il + CX~, and y = i, + aj2 for some (II E 9. By 4.1, 
there exists T E O(L) such that T(il) = i2 , -r(j,) = j2. Hence T(X) = y. 
Q.E.D. 
REMARK 4.3. Lemma 4.2 is not true if ~,y are s-improper. For example, 
let L = A(1,O) 1 A(0, 0) with respect to basis {x1 , x2 , xa , x4}. Assume 
F # Q2 , there exists unit (Y + 1 (mod 299. It is easy to show that there 
does not exist T E O(L) such that 7(x2) = M* . Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 4.4. E(L) C Q(L). 
Proof. It suffices to show that the generators of E(L) are in Q(L). We 
divide the proof into two cases: 
CASE 1: If F # Q2, there exists a unit a such that CY z& 1 (mod 29). 
Let Efw E O(L), then EiW = EzL . E:k-“)i. Let j be an isotropic vector in L such 
that {i, j} is a hyperbolic pair and w E (i, j)O; then EI\~? = P,E;$Pil where 
/3 = (CY - 1)/a. Hence Efu E Q(L). 
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CASE 2: If F = Qe , this case is divided into three steps: 
St@ 1. If /\w is s-proper with (/\w)~ = 2ar where a: E U, then Ei, = 
~Au-(ll2)hw)~i%J * By 4.2, EaW E Q(L). 
Step 2. Assume (k~)r E 48. Let N be an orthogonal component of L 
which contains i, w and has dim N = 3 or 4. Since dim No > 3, there 
exists an s-proper vector z E NO with zp = 2. The vectors Xw + z and z are 
s-proper with (hw + .z)~, 9 in 2U. By Step 1, Ei, = Eiw+zEiZ E Q(L). 
Step 3. Assume XW is s-improper with (h~)~ = 2a where OL E LT. Choose 
an s-proper vector z in No with z 2 = 0; then /\w - z and z are s-proper. 
By Step 1 and Step 2, Ef;, = E~,-Jzi E Q(L). Q.E.D. 
5. MAIN RESULTS 
LEMMA 5.1. Let {i, j} be a hyperbolic pair of L and T~ , ry be symmetries 
with x, y E (i, j)O; then 
t&Ye t = x2/y*, v = (2/y2){x - (2(x .y)/y2 - l)y}, u = (V - (+2)y>/t. 
Proof. See [3: 3.231. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let {i, j} be a hyperbolic pair in L and w be an s-proper vector 
in (i, j)O with cu2 E 2iJ. Let a = 1 + (l/2) pm2 where /3 E 9; then 
pm2 = E” Ej Ei .@ 
--w or-1 -Bw (1-2o-')ru' 
Proof. This can be derived from [3: 3.161. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 5.3. Let {i, j} be a hyperbolic pair in L and OL be a unit; then 
P, E E(L) if and only if 01 is a square. 
Proof. Sufficiency follows from Lemma 5.2. Necessity: If P, E E(L), then 
P, E O’(L). Hence the spinor norm of P, is a square. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 5.4. Let {i, j} be a hyperbolic pair in L and x, y E (i, j)O. If rz , ry 
are in O(L) and 7z~7y E O++(L), then r.gy can be represented as product of an 
element in E(L) and P, for some a E U. 
Proof. If x, y are semipure, then the lemma follows from 5.1. Assume 
that x, y are pure vectors. Choose 01 E U such that x2 = (01y)~ (mod 29). 
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Since rg = ray , use ay instead of y, we can assume that y = x + z where 
z E (;,j)O and z2 E 29. By 5.1, 
where t = x2/y2, n = (2/y2){x - ((2~ . y)/y” - 1)~) = 2(2a,x + u2z), u = 
(w/2)Y)/t = WV + b24, where ai , bi E 9, i = I, 2. By using the 
conjugacy, it follows that 
where i’ = E’_,(2i) and II’ = Ei,(u/2). It is easy to check that EL: , E,j and 
E,i are in O(L). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 5.5. Let {i1 , j,>, (i2 , j2> be two hyperbolic pairs; then there exikts 
7 which is a product of an element in E(L) and Pli,.j,l(or) for some unit O! such 
that T(iJ = i2 and T( jl) = j, . 
Proof. We divide the proof into three cases: 
CASE 1: Assume that either i1 . i2 or j, . jp is not a unit; then the lemma 
follows from Lemma 4.1. 
CASE 2: Assume that either jr . i2 or i1 . j, is a unit. Without loss of 
generality, we can assume & . jr E U. Write iz = ai1 + /3jl + w where 
w E (& , j&O, OL E U, and /3 E 9. {il, j,}, {meliz, j,} and {diZ , aj2} are 
hyperbolic pairs. It follows from [7: 6.111 that there exists T, u E E(L) such 
that T(il) = a-‘i2 , T( jl) = j1 and u( jr) = mj2 , u(iJ = i2 . Thus Pti2,j2j(~) . u 7 
is the required isometry. 
CASE 3: Assume that il . i2 and jl . j2 are units, il . j2 and j1 . iz are not 
units. Write i, = tir + /3jr + x where OL E 9, /3 E U and x E (il , j&O. Choose 
a semipure vector z in ( il , j&O such that z2 E 2 U and (l/2) z2 . /I + z . x E U. 
Let i3 = E>(i,) and j, = E&J, then ji . j, is a unit. Thus we are in Case 2. 
Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 5.6. Let {i, j} be a h-vperbolic pair in L; then O++(L) is 
generated by E(L) and P, , a: E U. 
Proof. Let 7 E O++(L). By Lemma 5.5, there exists 0 which can be written 
as product of an element in E(L) and P, for some unit a! such that u(T(i)) = i 
and u(T( j)) = j. Hence u, 7 E O++((i, j)). The result follows from Lemma 5.4. 
Q.E.D. 
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PROPOSITION 5.7. O++(L)/E(L) z U/F’. 
Proof. Let {i,i} b e a hyperbolic pair in L and CJ E O++(L). By Proposi- 
tion 5.6, write (T = P, . T where old U and 7 E E(L). Define a mapping 
f: O++(L) -+ U/U2 by mapping CT to & E U/Uz; then f is a well-defined 
surjective homomorphism with kernel off = E(L). Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 5.8. O’(L) = Q(L) = E(L). 
Prooj. Result follows from Theorem 3.1(c), Lemma 4.4, and Proposition 5.7. 
Q.E.D. 
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